
Tamika Lee Ann Simpson
PO Box 117, Nelson
021 0244 9072
simpsontamika@gmail.com

Brook Waimarama Sanctuary Trust
RM 155046
Consent for the storage, use and aerial application of pest control bait within the Brook Sanctuary

I oppose this proposal.

I oppose this entire proposal, in particular storage and aerial application of poison.

I oppose the assumptions, and lack of detail in these sections of the application especially
• 4. OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED OPERATION
• 8. CONSULTATION
• 9. NOTIFICATION
• 10. PROPOSED MONITORING
• 11. MEASURES TO AVOID, MINIMISE, OR MITIGATE POTENTIAL ADVERSE 

EFFECTS

The reasons for making my submission are:
1. The impact on neighbours is understated and not fully documented.
2. The Sanctuary is NOT proven as competent to carry out safe aerial poisoning – 

where is the independent verification of their operations? I have no confidence that 
the Brook Sanctuary is following best practice. They have a history of not listening 
resulting in mistakes that affect others

3. The Sanctuary is insufficiently prepared – the time table proposed is mismatched to 
the volunteer Trust structure. Their unnecessary haste introduces risk.

4. The Sanctuary is a small group with a patronising attitude. They don't listen 
because they know best and believe “costs to a few for the greater good” is 
acceptable. Their over confidence leads them to overstate what they have done and
what is in place, under-report conflicts of interest and hide unethical dealings – at a 
glance, they look good on paper with very few people having detailed knowledge of 
their actual practice.

5. This proposal should be publicly notified. Wildlands is incorrect in this being a “less 
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than minor environmental impact”. Wildlands is not independent. There is 
insufficient and incomplete information on which to make such a significant decision
for Nelson. Where are the numbers? 

6. How are the Sanctuary held to account? NCC has given the Sanctuary much more 
than ratepayer money, including removal of Brook Stream as a water source and 
influence over Brook Camp, yet NCC is not watching nor the Sanctuary subject to 
its standard of transparency and competence. If the surrounding community and 
Nelson public is largely excluded, then NCC is responsible - Sanctuary needs 
closer scrutiny by NCC.

Illustrative examples are given for 1-4 below.  Public notification and need for 
accountability are expanded under decisions I want the consent authority to make.

1. Impact on neighbours is understated
Our food supply

• There is no secure boundary fence and the culverts are insufficient (details below) 
for us to be assured that animals will be prevented from moving west on to our land.

• The prospect of not being able to eat pigs and deer (as we have done for 90+ 
years) surely cannot be considered a minor impact on us (refer MPI Lisa Olsen 
email attached)

• Additionally, with no public notification any hunters or poachers within 5kms do not 
know that what they kill may not be safe to eat and their dogs also at risk. What is 
the readership of the Nelson Mail?

• What monitoring will be conducted, by whom, for how long to provide assurance 
and signal when action is required.

Our water quality
• Our water comes from a spring on the western slope of Jenkins Hill. How will we be 

assured this remains uncontaminated?

Our spray-free land
• We spend considerable money avoiding introducing toxins to our land and take it 

seriously as a functioning eco-system – wild in places. We are spray-free, which is 
recognised and accepted by Nelmac and Transpower who mow their access ways 
across our land.

• The prospect of having toxins introduced (accidentally) is very upsetting.

Trust members and employees willingness to trespass against Simpsons shows 
willingness to behave unfairly out of sight, and shortcut good management (more below).

• Simpsons received an apology from the convenor of the original consent process 
after Butlers took her across our land onto the proposed site - surely the need for 
this trespass has been resolved by now. If not, why not?

• We have requested to know what the emergency access plan is to be sure our road
is not the assumed access way – we've been told it'll be decided on the day.

2. NOT proven as competent to carry out safe aerial poisoning
History of not listening resulting in hazards to others. For eg

• Residents in upper Brook St warned the Sanctuary that the land was unstable at the
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proposed NMIT buildings site opposite their homes. This was ignored, a slip did 
occur and these people received two evacuation notices, which must have been 
extremely distressing.

• Now the Sanctuary proposes moving those buildings into the camp that they have 
been allowed to take over. Their management style seems to be “oh well, that 
failed, what shall we do next” - their normal mode is not good enough for aerial 
dropping poison; their history of mistakes cannot continue on our boundary.

Access tracks not best or usual practice
• Limited vehicle access in the wet and access tracks (outside sanctuary fence only), 

which have already been subject to wash-outs
• Despite knowing that it is illegal to use their right of way across Simpson land as a 

thoroughfare to the Sanctuary, Butlers continue to do so. Is there no suitable access
way in place still?

Construction of the fence not best or usual practice
• Where and when will there be independent assurance of fence construction, 

maintenance of integrity, and containment of poison? There is insufficient time 
allowed for this and the fence will be untested in the timeframe proposed

• Poor design of culverts – especially water running on to Simpson land
• Culverts not animal proof, especially in heavy downpours (normal up here at times)

Emergency planning, procedures, access. For eg
• We have requested to know planned access to be sure our road is not the assumed

access way – we've been told it'll be decided on the day
• What has the Fire Service said they'll do in event of fire?
• Where does a helicopter land?

Health and Safety
• Is there a plan and procedure for employees and volunteers? Supporter of the 

sanctuary poisoning, DOC, says humans will be ok “in a well-planned and 
controlled poison operation”. Do the volunteers know “Brodifacoum is a slight skin 
irritant and a mild eye irritant”, and if they are exposed they'll need a long running 
course of Vitamin K1? (www.doc.govt.nz/documents/.../threats.../brodifacoum-factsheet.pdf
downloaded 20/1/16)

• What has WorkSafe said about the plans?
• What is their ongoing on-site assurance process?

Animal welfare and land contamination
• What is the process for identifying, destroying and disposing of poisoned birds and 

animals?
• How will the effects and numbers be monitored and recorded?

There are gaps in the plan, as revealed by attempting to pass on risks and costs. For eg
• There is no boundary fence in place (details below)
• Destocking paddocks may not be possible if the farmer, Craig, is away working at 

sea. 48 hours notice shows total disregard for our situation and normal operations. 
And where would our stock go after our dry Il Nino summer? (11.5) Butlers have 
said they'll move theirs but they have very few sheep and no cattle.
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3. Insufficiently prepared
Their haste is too risky and unnecessary.

Why introduce risk through haste when their original consent allows for poisoning Winter 
2017? For eg

• The sanctuary fence is untested
• Perhaps the haste is from wanting to get ahead of Ministry for the Environment 

reviews of freshwater management and poison use in 2016, which will see:
◦ improving the regulatory approach to pest control
◦ opportunity for the public to provide feedback on any national standards or 

regulations developed for pest control in 2016

There are major gaps in what is required to carry out this operation safely. For eg
There is no clear corridor of land west of sanctuary fence nor boundary fence in place

• Since the Sanctuary took over the land, the boundary has become overgrown.
• The Sanctuary did not even clear to the boundary when their contractors were there

despite knowing it should be required to gain consent for aerial poisoning – why 
not? Over confidence perhaps?

• How will (ageing) volunteers see very small baits that may have been spilt outside 
of the sanctuary fence, especially when they will have to look through scrub rather 
than on cleared clay?

• NCC are not ensuring that the Sanctuary meets the responsibilities they inherited 
when they took over this land

• After visiting the boundary with my brother Craig and NCC officer Lindsay Barber, I 
have been waiting to hear from Lindsay about steps to sort our boundary fence.

Information gathering and analysis – more needed, and more time taken. The application 
has very few numbers in it. For eg

• Has information like rainfall been collected on this site at the proposed poison drop 
time of year in preparation for the poison drop? Accepted practice for aerial 
dropping brodifocoum is 200mm rainfall within 6 weeks of drop. Nelson does not 
have this at this time of year, and so application in this way is not safe.

• What is known about the scavenging behaviour of the hawks in this area – they 
drop their food on to our road to eat it. There is a long history of compensation 
payments being made to farmers who have had farm livestock and working dogs 
accidentally poisoned adjacent to aerial poisoning operations.

4. Overconfidence leads to overstating, under reporting and unfair practices For eg
The application does not report the true poor state of boundary security - there is no clear 
boundary space where spilt baits could be hand collected, nor secure boundary fence

Overstating consultation
• When the Sanctuary tells us what will happen, or leave us telephone messages, or 

attempt to contact us, they list us as having been consulted.
• One of the volunteers has rung the family every few years wanting to talk informally,

but I expect a level of care and formality given the money and risks involved for the 
community and the effects on us directly as neighbours.

• Our offers to meet with normal meeting procedures (aim of meeting, agenda, 
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attendees, method of note-taking/minutes) have not been taken up – see example 
in attachments

Undeclared financial interests
• Wildland Consultants Ltd and Xcluder Fence are a partnership and share some of 

the same directors. In private business this is perhaps acceptable to do such deals, 
but when ratepayer and taxpayer money is used, shouldn't there be much greater 
transparency? This should be very prominent on the Wildlands report. This is not 
independent advice (http://www.xcluder.co.nz/index.php/about-us.html)

• David and Donna Butler as a neighbour is a conflict of interest that is not made 
explicit. The neighbour letter of support is from members of the Trust, yet this is not 
clearly shown on the letter. In the reserves management process, Donna Bulter 
wrote supporting the reserve as a “stunning entry to the Brook Waimarama 
Sanctuary” but she is only listed as resident in Brook St 
(http://www.stuff.co.nz/nelson-mail/news/71671018/Mixed-views-on-councils-Brook-
Valley-plan).

Decision I wish the Consent Authority to make:
Decline this application for storage, use and aerial application of poison.

Make the next application publicly notified. There needs to be an opportunity for alternative
advice and knowledge to come forward. The Wildlands report does not provide 
independent nor commercially disinterested assessment of the risks; there is incomplete 
information on which a decision of this significance can be made. NCC, start living up to 
the promise that we'll all be involved in decisions (Goal 2 in Nelson 2060).

Direct Sanctuary or NCC to totally clear a clay corridor, establish permanent boundary 
pegs and erect a boundary fence designed to be a physical barrier alongside the 
Sanctuary fence ie, to contain poison, people and contaminated material and animals.

Direct Sanctuary to establish all-weather access for any contractors, volunteers, 
emergency vehicles and officials required so trespass across Simpson Right of Way 
through Butlers not tempting nor necessary. NCC and Simpsons to be driven around it 
ahead of next poison drop application.

Suggest Sanctuary present a revised time table and associated steps that show due care 
and consideration for the risks associated with their desired poisoning operations. This is 
to include boundary fence, all-weather access and how sanctuary fence and management 
practices will be independently assessed sufficient that NCC are prepared to give 
assurance that our food and water will remain safe, Simpsons can continue to operate as 
a farm that sells animals for food (encouraging local food production is a stated goal in 
NCC Nelson 2060 (see attachment)), and people use Brook river as they do currently 
(including swimming their dogs with the Maitai compromised).

Start a new era of involvement by NCC and professional management of the Sanctuary
• This is now a large part of NCC (strategy and operations) under biodiversity
• Given the funding and close association, the Sanctuary is really part of NCC so 

should be subject to local government transparency and ethics, not private business
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• Get the Sanctuary operation up to the standard that reflects the ongoing funding 
they receive and the stake NCC now has in their success

• Schedule regular, recorded, public meetings with Sanctuary and NCC officers 
senior enough to make decisions and hold Sanctuary to account

• NCC to make regular, recorded site visits to the western boundary

For any future poisoning:
• 11.2 increase the Buffer zone within the fence to 200metres. 5-10metres is not best 

practice and entirely inadequate (refer MPI Lisa Owens and Zelandia attachments)
• Detail the monitoring that would be undertaken between the Sanctuary fence and 

the purpose-built new boundary fence along Western boundary
• 11.3 use public servants such as Ministry of Primary Industries to make up the “Spill

teams” (DOC and volunteers have been used in other operations), they are bound 
by the public code of conduct and covered by safety legislation

• 11.5 Ensure there is zero work, disruption and risk to neighbours. Risk to food 
supply and destocking constitute unreasonable impact

Yes I wish to be heard in support of my submission
Tamika Simpson
simpsontamika@gmail.com
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ATTACHMENTS

ATTACHMENT Nelson 2060

(http://nelson.govt.nz/environment/sustainability/nelson-2060/nelson-2060-the-goals/)

ATTACHMENT Example of Brook Sanctuary trust “consultation” actual practice
The response to my request for them to use my entire statement and offer to meet with 
them at NCC offices, was that I was “obviously not interested”

ATTACHMENT Best practice: Karori/Zealandia
An aerial operation targeting rodents and rabbits was undertaken on 23 September and repeated a 
week later. Volunteers undertook hand distribution at the same time in buffer zones around the 
perimeter and lakes and in the lower valley adjacent to residential properties. Talon 20R bait was 
scattered on a 25m grid in the buffer zones to ensure that bait was readily available to all target 
species including mice (downloaded 12/01/16: http://www.visitzealandia.com/wp-
content/uploads/2012/02/RotoitiTalk.pdf)

ATTACHMENT About brodifacoum's potential impact on Simpson food supply and 
livelihood: MPI
From: "Lisa Olsen (Lisa)" <Lisa.Olsen@mpi.govt.nz>
Date: 22/12/2015 7:31 AM
Subject: RE: Brodifacoum
To: "craigsimp@gmail.com" <craigsimp@gmail.com>
Cc: 

Hi Craig
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Thanks for your enquiry, it has been passed on to me to answer.
 
I have answered each of your questions below:

1.    How should I classify stock e.g. cattle ,sheep, deer if I believe they may have been 
exposed to Brodificoum?

Stock that you think has been exposed to brodifacoum mustn’t be presented for processing until 
they are likely to not exceed the Maximum Residue Level, nor should they be slaughtered for your 
own consumption or for feeding to pets. This is especially critical for the liver. As brodifacoum is 
eliminated from the body very slowly, residues will remain for several years after exposure. The 
precautionary periods given for wild animals give an indication on the expected times until 
brodifacoum has cleared.
 
2. What precautions should I take with wild game which may have been exposed to Brodifacoum?
We have information on the MPI website about recreational catch.  It can be viewed at the 
following link:
http://www.foodsmart.govt.nz/food-safety/hunting-collecting-fishing/hunters/
 
It is recommended that you don’t hunt in areas where brodifacoum has been laid for 3 years from 
the date from when thepoison was laid. It is also recommended that a buffer zone around the 
outside of the poisoned area be applied to account for roaming of the animals. The recommended 
buffer zones around any poisoned areas and the caution periods that apply have been copied 
below.
 
If you think the wild animals you are hunting may have consumed brodifacoum it is recommended 
that the meat is notconsumed.
 
Information from the website:

Poisons and toxic residues

Vertebrate toxic agents, or poisons, such as brodifacoum, cyanide and 1080, are mainly used to kill

possums and rodents. These may be laid free or in bait stations as cereal baits, pellets or mixed in 

a paste. Poisons and residues have buffer zone requirements and caution periods applied to 

indicate when and where it is safe to hunt.

How can wild animals come into contact with poisons?

Wild animals can easily access and eat these poisons, especially if the poisons have not been laid 

in bait stations. Wild pigs often scavenge on dead possums or rodents that have been poisoned.

Wild animals caught or shot in areas where baits have been laid may contain residues. No 

assurances can be given for the safety or fitness of the meat for consumption.

Anticoagulants

Brodifacoum, bromadiolone and flocoumafen are commonly used ‘anticoagulants’. They work by 

slowing or even stopping blood clotting, causing the animal to bleed to death (often internally). Not 

all animals die, some just accumulate the poisons in their liver and have blood clotting problems. If 

they eat enough poison they will eventually die. Some examples of these products include Talon, 
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Pestoff Possum, Bromatrol and Storm.

Anyone can buy most anticoagulant poisons, such as Talon or Pestoff Possum. Products 

containing brodifacoum for possum control require the user to display signs where it is used in 

public areas.

While there are no known cases of ill health directly linked to eating wild game meat contaminated 

with brodifacoum, residues of this poison have been found in the livers of wild pigs. This may pose 

a serious potential food safety risk if eaten. Brodifacoum doesn’t break down when the meat is 

cooked and could still be present when eaten.

If wild game eat a small amount of the poison bait, or pigs eat dead animals which have been 

poisoned, the amount of poison consumed may not be enough to kill them. The poison then stays 

in the animal’s system for a very long time, and will be in the meat and concentrated in the liver 

and kidneys.

An animal which has very recently eaten a high, but non-lethal, dose of anticoagulant poison may 

have poison residues concentrated in the meat. Regularly eating meat over several months from 

such an animal poses the risk of continued and cumulative exposure to the poison. If this meat is 

eaten by a person on the drug warfarin (or any other blood thinning medication) the residues can 

exaggerate the effects of the medication.

Buffer zones

Buffer zones are the distance from where poison has been laid to where it is safe to hunt animals. 

Wild animals will roam and when hunting wild game the following buffer zones are recommended 

as absolute minimums. Avoid taking:

·        wild pig from within 5km of an area where poison has been laid or dropped

·        deer or goats from within 2km of an area where poison has been laid or dropped

·        possums and rabbits from within 1km of an area where poison has been laid or dropped

·        any other species from within 2km of an area where poison has been laid or dropped.

If the area where poison has been dropped is fully fenced, or there are natural barriers which will 

prevent an animal moving into the area, buffer zones may not apply. However, there is no 

guarantee that an animal won’t move beyond the fence or barrier and game should not be taken 

unless you are absolutely certain there is no risk. If in any doubt, do not hunt in the area.

Caution periods

The caution period refers to the time when the poison is laid to when it is safe to take and eat wild 

animals from that area again. You should always wait for the recommended time to pass before 

taking and eating wild animals on land where poison has been used (refer to table below).
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Check with the Department of Conservation, the Regional Council, the land owner or manager, or 

the trust responsible for the land to find out which poison was used in the area, when it was used, 

and how long you need to wait before it is safe to hunt again.

Pesticide summaries: where pesticides have been used (External)

Poison caution periods

 1080 Anticoagulan

t2

All wild 

animals

Four months or two months if 100mm of rain

has fallen1

Three years

2Anticoagulants referred to here are brodifacoum, flocoumafen and bromadiolone.

Restricted hunting areas

MPI identifies hunting areas where the chance of wild game contamination from poison residues is 

high enough to warrant the area being classified as a restricted procurement area (RPA). The 

Marlborough Sounds is the first RPA in New Zealand.

Information gathered by MPI indicates that wild pigs from the Marlborough Sounds may contain 

poisons. This is a result of the use of poisons such as brodifacoum (a rat poison) by individuals for 

pest control in the area.

Wild pigs become contaminated from scavenging on dead or weak rats and possums that have fed

on the poisons, or from directly consuming the poison themselves.

Even though deer are similarly affected by poisons, there is no evidence to suggest any risk from 

residues present in deer in this area. The most likely reason is that, unlike wild pigs, deer do not 

scavenge.

Any other commercially hunted wild game taken from this area to be supplied for trade must go 

through tests for residues. However, no similar requirement can be made for wild game that may 

be eaten by a recreational hunter, their family and friends. MPI strongly recommends that wild pigs 

caught in the Marlborough Sounds by recreational hunters are tested before being eaten or 

avoided altogether.

Location of the Marlborough Sounds restricted procurement Area

The Marlborough Sounds restricted procurement area is within the Marlborough Province of the 
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South Island. It is approximately the area of land and sea north and east of the Bryant and 

Richmond Ranges, north of the Wairau River and the coast line between Cape Soucis and Rarangi

(settlement). It includes all the islands of the Marlborough Sounds (see map below).

As at June 2008 the restriction only applies to pigs in the Marlborough Sounds area.

Map of Marlborough Sounds restricted procurement area

3. I have a neighbour who is planning to use Brodifacoum for pest control this winter as I work off 
shore I am unable to move stock, and I do harvest a lot of wild game for personal use. Although 
every effort will be made to keep the poison confined the consent indicates that it may not be the 
case.

Although consent is yet to be granted I expect it to be even though there is the risk of animals 
entering my property that have had access to Brodifacoum.

Resource consents are managed by the regional council.  The conditions of a consent must be 
complied with.  Please contact your regional council to discuss this further.  If you think wild 
animals would have had access to brodifacoum the meat should not be eaten (the recommended 
buffer zones and caution periods should be applied)
 
It should also be noted that users have to comply with the label instructions for products containing
brodifacoum, which include advice on minimizing brodifacoum exposure to animals, irrespective of 
any requirement under the Resource consent.
 
I hope this provides you with a bit more information about the rules and recommendations that 
apply.
Kind regards
Lisa
Lisa Olsen | Specialist Adviser (Food Processing) 
Animal and Animal Products | Regulation and Assurance
Ministry for Primary Industries | 25 The Terrace | PO Box 2526 | Wellington | New Zealand 
Telephone: 64-4-894 2607 | Facsimile: 64-4-894 0733 | Web: www.MPI.govt.nz
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